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Abstract In this paper, we describe a real-time vision

machine having a stereo camera as input generating visual

information on two different levels of abstraction. The

system provides visual low-level and mid-level informa-

tion in terms of dense stereo and optical flow, egomotion,

indicating areas with independently moving objects as well

as a condensed geometric description of the scene. The

system operates at more than 20 Hz using a hybrid archi-

tecture consisting of one dual-GPU card and one quad-core

CPU. The different processing stages of visual information

have rather different characteristics that in some cases

make fine-grained parallelization on a GPU less applicable.

However, for most of the stages that are not efficiently

implementable on a GPU, a coarse parallelization on

multiple CPU-cores is applicable. We show that with such

hybrid parallelism, we can achieve a speed up of approx-

imately a factor 90 and a reduction of latency of a factor 26

compared to processing on a single CPU-core. Since the

vision machine provides generic visual information it can

be used in many contexts. Currently it is used in a driver

assistance context as well as in two robotic applications.

Keywords Hybrid parallelism � Early vision �
Mid-level vision � GPU computing � Multi-core

1 Introduction

In the past decade, the development of GPUs (graphics

processing units) has provided a new basis for the imple-

mentation of vision algorithms in real-time which offers—

besides the potential for a significant speed up compared to

sequential processing—also the possibility of fast imple-

mentation and relatively low prices compared to FPGAs or

other supercomputers [6,9]. Moreover, GPUs are becoming

default hardware in nowadays personal computers (PCs).

In addition, modern PCs usually have multiple CPU-cores

which can be used with only little additional effort in

parallel by multithreading the application manually or

using an application programming interface like OpenMP

that handles this more automatically.

In the past two decades, the computer vision community

has developed powerful algorithms for early vision

processing in terms of different visual modalities (image

feature extraction, optical flow and stereo), that mimic

local processes in the first cortical stage of human visual

processing. In the past decade, also mid-level processes

(which is also called ’early cognitive vision’—see, e.g.,

[48]) for complex feature extraction and contextual dis-

ambiguation have been a focus of interest realizing inter-

mediate levels of human visual processing. It is important

to note that these processes can have rather different
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implementational structures that in some cases make it less

feasible to realize them on GPUs. Early vision processes

are usually based on spatial and spatial-temporal convo-

lutions followed by rather simple pixel-wise non-linear

processes. Such simple and homogeneous processes can be

realized in a SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data)

structure and hence are ideal for implementation on GPUs.

However, in particular for some mid-level processes (see

below), more heterogeneous operations are performed that

make GPUs a less favorable solution compared to standard

CPUs.

In this paper, we introduce a real-time system that

provides a full early vision and early cognitive vision

description of a dynamic stereo scene. The system is based

on a hybrid architecture containing a dual-GPU card and a

quad-core shared memory CPU system. This allows us to

choose between a coarse parallel CPU based and fine-

grained GPU-based parallelization strategy according to

the actual properties of the vision processes to be realized.

Figure 1 gives an overview over the different processing

stages of the system which produces a visual scene

description containing the following sub-parts:

• a feed-forward pixel-wise early vision representation of

the scene in terms of local features (local amplitude,

orientation, and phase [13]) (Fig. 1b) as well as

intrinsic dimensionality [14] (Fig. 1d), optical flow

[16] (Fig. 1e, i and ii) and dense stereo [40] (Fig. 1e,

iii),

• an early cognitive vision representation in terms of

– a feedback-driven segmentation of the scene

[34,36] into parts for which the local motion pattern

is caused by the egomotion (Fig. 1g) and parts

where it is explained by independently moving

objects (i.e., motion with respect to the static

environment—not induced by the egomotion, see

Fig. 1i), and

– a local symbolic 2D (Fig. 1f) and 3D (Fig. 1h)

representation in terms of multimodal feature

descriptors [28,38].

The visual representations realized in the system have

been used for multiple visual tasks such as pose estimation

[11], object learning [26], grasping [1], and dynamic scene

interpretation [5,39]. Before realizing the real-time system

described in this paper, these applications have been sim-

ulated offline in a driver assistance context or lead to large

delays in a robotic context due to the heavy computational

load involved in the processing. The visual information

provided by the system is that of a general vision machine

that is applicable in many contexts. We are now able to

provide this information with a sufficiently high frame rate

to use them in real-time applications. Currently, it is used

as a vision front-end in two robot vision systems as well as

in a driver assistance context.

As outlined earlier, the hybrid architecture of the system

is motivated by the different characteristics of the various

stages of processing. At the early vision level, pixel-wise

information is processed locally by linear and non-linear

filtering implemented on GPUs. The egomotion is also

computed on the GPU since, contrary to sparse methods, a

large number of correspondences (optical flow) are used in

its estimation. This large number compensates for the

typically lower accuracy of the correspondences. Based on

the egomotion, the independent motion detection is as well

a simple pixel-wise process which is performed in a similar

way at each location. This process is done on the same

GPU as the optical flow and dense stereo processing since

the independent motion detection stage requires both visual

modalities as input.

The computation of the local multimodal symbolic

descriptors requires a more sophisticated hybrid processing

structure since locally rather different processes resulting

in a new data structure (a list of 2D descriptors) are com-

puted at intermediate stages of processing. At the first stage

pixel-wise features are processed by linear filtering

processes which can be well realized on GPUs. Then,

however, at different locations in the image (sampled in a

uniform grid) an orientation-specific local maximum

search is performed, a discrete decision on the existence of

a feature is made where local competition plays an

important role, and the descriptor’s position is computed

with sub-pixel accuracy. Finally, semantic information

associated with the descriptor, where the computation

depends on the local image structure, is calculated. Fortu-

nately, these processes are based on a highly sparsified

representation which is a consequence of the symbolic

nature of the descriptor: descriptors are usually extracted at

less than 1% of all pixel positions since they represent a

local neighborhood in a condensed way and since they are

only extracted at image areas that contain meaningful

information (see Fig. 1f).

Finally, the computation of 3D descriptors (see Fig. 1h)

from correspondences of the 2D descriptors, although

based on the list structure connected to the 2D descriptors

computed from the left and right image, suits the GPU

platform if the number of descriptors is sufficiently large

(see Sect. 2.3 for more details).

The different processes of the system are steered by and

connected through a coarse-grained parallelization scheme

creating a multi-threaded pipeline with each process having

its own pipeline stage. This allows for utilization of mul-

tiple CPU cores and multiple GPUs. It turns out that one

quad-core machine with a dual-GPU card is a sufficient

processing basis to compute a full early vision and early
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Fig. 1 Overview of the system. For further explanation, see the text
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cognitive vision description of the scene at a frame rate of

more than 20 Hz with a latency of\150 ms on 512 9 384

images which makes the system an ideal front-end in many

visual applications.

A significant amount of research is engaged with com-

parisons of the architectures FPGAs, GPUs, and CPUs, and

the determination of what problem domains of parallel

processing that suits which architecture better (see, e.g.,

[9]). Previously, some of the processing stages of the sys-

tem described in this paper have been realized on FPGAs

[23,25], and we recognize that there are problem domains

in the field of parallel processing, where the FPGA would

be the better choice for performance. However, the actual

development costs connected to the complexity of FPGA

programming as well as the high price of a sufficiently

powerful FPGA in combination with the reduced flexibility

in respect to code changes connected to required adapta-

tions made FPGAs a less favorable solution in our case.

FPGAs clearly have the advantage of low production costs

after the design phase when large amounts of chips

(ASICs) are required. However, taking into account the

often small number of vision systems for a specific appli-

cation with often individual adaptations, GPUs seem to be

the better choice to achieve real-time performance with low

cost and relatively low implementation effort compared to

FPGAs. Also, we argue that coarse parallelization on a

CPU cluster of separated PCs would be a less favorable

solution due to space requirements and bandwidth limita-

tions of the connecting media between nodes (e.g., Gigabit

Ethernet).

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the

different vision processes taking place. Section 3 presents

our scheme for coarse-grained parallelization. In Sect. 4

implementational details are presented. In Sect. 5 results

are given comparing the performance of our system with

a single-core solution. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the

work.

2 Early vision and early cognitive vision

The term ’early cognitive vision’ in contrast to ’early

vision’ was first introduced in [48] in the context of the

ECOVISION project [12]. At the stage of Early Vision,

computer vision has dealt to a large extent with different

visual modalities separately and in many computer vision

systems, one or more of the aforementioned aspects are

processed (see, e.g., [29,32,42]). Aloimonos and Shulman

[3] argued that such modules should be integrated and

stressed the importance of such inter-module integration

and feedback mechanisms for mutual disambiguation. A

significant amount of work has been performed on this

issue in the computer vision community since then.

In contrast to the local, pixel-wise information that

suffers from a large amount of noise and ambiguity, higher

level functions (such as recognition, reasoning and plan-

ning) require a sparse, symbolic, temporally integrated, and

robust representation of knowledge, at a stage that is called

Cognitive Vision (see, e.g., [46]). Extracting such a repre-

sentation directly from images or local filter responses is

difficult, and is prone to failure due to the ambiguity and

noise that is endemic to early vision. In Granlund [18] and

Aloimonos and Shulman [3] it was discussed that such a

representation can be obtained by a hierarchical structure,

the layers of which are representations of increasing

abstraction. This also requires a sparsification and increase

of semantic in the representation. The Early Cognitive

Vision stage represents such an intermediate layer of rep-

resentation, fitting between the ambiguities of early vision,

and the requirements of cognitive vision.

In our specific set-up, after a preprocessing stage

(Sect. 2.1), the early vision stage contains the local filtering

processes resulting in the pixel-wise computed modalities

amplitude, orientation and phase at the locally dominant

orientation, intrinsic dimensionality as well as oriented

Gabor responses, local motion and stereo disparity

(Sect. 2.2). At the early cognitive vision stage (Sect. 2.3),

based on the information provided by early vision, cross-

connection between visual modalities are used to extract

higher-level information in terms of egomotion and seg-

mentation of the scene in static and moving parts. In

addition, a 2D and 3D interpretation of local edge patches

in terms of symbolic descriptors is realized as a first stage

of spatial–temporal disambiguation and semantic scene

interpretation. These descriptors can be seen as a functional

abstraction of so-called ’hyper-columns’ in the first stage

of visual processing in the human cortex [21]—for a more

detailed discussion of this analogy, we refer to Krüger

et al. [28].

The following subsections describe the individual stages

in greater detail.

2.1 Preprocessing

In order to prepare the input image pair for the subsequent

processing at the preprocessing stage, the raw Bayer pat-

tern images received from the cameras are first converted

to color images by demosaicing using the algorithm

described in Malvar et al. [31] (see Fig. 1a). Raw images

are acquired from the cameras to relieve the load on the bus

between camera and computer. Next, the images are

undistorted and rectified according to the theory of Slama

[43] and Hartley and Zisserman [20]. These two pixel

transformation operations (i.e., undistortion and rectifica-

tion) are combined into one transformation to speed up

processing, but more importantly insuring a better result by
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reducing the number of interpolation steps from two to one.

As they are both performed as inverse transformations, the

order in which they are applied is reversed; hence the

rectification transformation is initially applied by multi-

plying the 3 9 3 inverse epipolar rectification matrix,

inv(H), to the homogeneous image coordinates:

xrect
i yrect

i 1
� �T¼ invðHÞ xi yi 1½ �T ð1Þ

The undistortion performed corrects for radial (3) and

tangential distortion (4) using the camera parameters,

[k1, k2, p1, p2], extracted using Bouguet [7]. As these

camera parameters describe a transformation in the camera

coordinate frame, a conversion between image coordinates

and camera coordinates first needs to be done [see (2),

where (x0, y0] is the principal point and ax and ay are the

focal lengths in x and y, respectively).

xrect
c

yrect
c

� �
¼

xrect
i �x0

ax

yrect
i �y0

ay

" #

ð2Þ

dxr
c

dyr
c

� �
¼

xrect
c k1r2 þ k2r4ð Þ

yrect
c k1r2 þ k2r4ð Þ

" #

ð3Þ

dxt
c

dyt
c

� �
¼

2p1xrect
c yrect

c þ p2 r2 þ 2ðxrect
c Þ

2
� �

p1 r2 þ 2ðyrect
c Þ

2
� �

þ 2p2xrect
c yrect

c

2

4

3

5 ð4Þ

In (3) and (4), r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxrect

c Þ
2 þ ðyrect

c Þ
2

q
: The resulting

transformation of the undistortion and rectification

process is the sum of the rectification, radial distortion,

and tangential distortion contribution converted back in to

the image plane [see (5)].

xrectþundist
i

yrectþundist
i

� �
¼ ax xrect

c þ dxr
c þ dxt

c

	 

þ x0

ay yrect
c þ dyr

c þ dyt
c

	 

þ y0

� �
ð5Þ

This is followed by a downsampling or selection of a

region of interest reducing the image size to 512 9 384,

which has been the targeted size for accomplishing real-

time processing (20 Hz). The downsampling is performed

on the GPU and not in the camera (pure sub-sampling) to

obtain better results. Finally, a grayscale conversion is

performed providing input for the further filtering pro-

cesses (the color information is only used to compute the

sparse symbolic descriptors, see Sect. 2.3). All of the

preprocessing steps are based on simple local linear pixel

transformations and can be conveniently computed on a

GPU. The GPU implementation performing the undistor-

tion and rectification calculates each pixel transformation

‘‘on the fly’’, although the transformations are static with a

given camera calibration, since memory latencies are

longer than the pure calculation time.

2.2 Early vision processes

All Early vision processes are computed on GPUs since

they primarily consist of linear convolutions followed by a

pixel-wise non-linear transformation.

2.2.1 Monogenic signal filtering

The monogenic signal [13] is a convenient way to compute

three relevant features (local amplitude, orientation, and

phase—see Fig. 1b) connected to the analytic signal (see,

e.g., [19]) with only three convolutions. Note that for

intrinsically one-dimensional signals (see below) similar

information can be computed based on Gabor wavelets

[10,17], which, however, in general, require a larger set of

filters. We use Gabor wavelets for the stereo and optical

flow computation—this is however done on a different

GPU and hence would need to be transferred to the other

GPU to be usable. Since this transfer would be connected

with high costs and given that edges are inherently intrin-

sically one-dimensional signals, for the computation of

symbolic edge descriptors the information provided by the

monogenic signal is sufficient.

2.2.2 Intrinsic dimensionality

This stage takes the local amplitude and orientation and

computes confidences for the existence of different image

structures [14]. The three possible intrinsic dimensionali-

ties for an image patch are defined according to the spectral

representation of the patch [49]. The frequency represen-

tation for homogeneous patches is concentrated in the

origin (i0D), for edge structures it is varying in one

direction (i1D) while for textures and junctions it is neither

concentrated in the origin nor on a line and hence is

intrinsically two-dimensional (i2D). Since the edge

descriptors are only valid for i1D signals, it is important to

detect such structures beforehand. In Felsberg et al. [14],

such a classifier has been introduced. Again, convolutions

followed by non-linear pixel-wise transformations are the

basic building blocks for their computation.

2.2.3 Gabor filtering

The dense stereo and the optical flow algorithm used rely

on Gabor phase to establish correspondences. To this end,

complex Gabor filter responses are extracted at eight ori-

entations and six scales (Fig. 1c shows a subset of these

responses). For a specific orientation, h, the 2D complex

filter at pixel location x = (x, y)T equals

f ðxÞ ¼ e
�x2þy2

2r2 ejx0ðx cos hþy sin hÞ; ð6Þ
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with peak angular frequency x0 and spatial extension r.

The peak frequency is doubled from one scale to the next.

To accommodate this, the filters span an octave bandwidth:

B = x0/3. With a cut-off frequency equal to half the

amplitude spectrum, the spatial extension is then equal to

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 logð2Þ

p
=B:

At the highest frequency we have x0 = p/2 rad/pixel,

which results in a spatial extension r = 2.25 pixels. The

lower frequency responses are obtained by applying the

same filters to an image pyramid that is constructed by

repeatedly blurring the images with a Gaussian kernel and

subsampling [2].

The filter responses, obtained by convolving the image,

I(x), with the oriented filter from (6) can be written as

QðxÞ ¼ ðI � f ÞðxÞ ¼ qðxÞej/ðxÞ ¼ CðxÞ þ jSðxÞ: ð7Þ

Here qðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CðxÞ2 þ SðxÞ2

q
and /(x) = atan2 (S(x),

C(x)) are the amplitude and phase components, and C(x)

and S(x) are the responses of the quadrature filter pair [37].

The * operator depicts convolution.

A total of 24 1D-convolutions are required to compose

the 16 filter responses at each pixel and scale (see [40] for a

detailed description of the filterbank).

2.2.4 Dense stereo and optical flow

The GPU implementation [35] of a phase-based algorithm

[16] is used to compute optical flow (see Fig. 1e). This

algorithm exploits the conservation property of local phase

measurements (phase constancy) [15], allowing for the

computation of optical flow from the temporal evolution of

equi-phase contours /(x, t) = c. Differentiation with

respect to t yields

r/ � uþ w ¼ 0; ð8Þ

where r/ is the spatial and w is the temporal phase gra-

dient, and u the optical flow. The algorithm proceeds by

integrating the temporal phase gradient across orientation,

and gradually refining the estimates by traversing the

Gabor pyramid from coarser to finer levels. The optical

flow is computed for the left video stream only. The dis-

parity algorithm is very similar to the optical flow algo-

rithm but operates on phase differences between the left

and right images as opposed to temporal phase gradients. It

is described in more detail in Sabatini et al. [40].

2.3 Early cognitive vision processes

The early cognitive vision processes are computed in a

hybrid architecture. The parts that are transferable into a

SIMD scheme are realized on the GPU. The other parts are

programmed in a coarsely parallel approach on the CPU.

Note that real-time processing on the CPU is possible due

to the sparsified data structure.

2.3.1 Primitive extraction

At this stage the information provided by earlier stages is

condensed into 2D primitives representing local edge pat-

ches (see Fig. 2a–c). The local amplitude image is sampled

uniformly throughout the whole image in a hexagonal grid.

Candidates for primitives are computed through a local

maximum search on a line orthogonal to the local orien-

tation dominant in the image patch the primitive is repre-

senting. This rather complex search is required to ensure an

evenly distributed sampling of the contour a local edge

belongs to. Finally, by a local competition of candidates a

number of positions of primitives are found and computed

with sub-pixel accuracy. Additionally, the orientation

computed in the monogenic filtering is assigned to the

primitives, and from the preprocessing stage the color

image is used to compute the color corresponding to the

two sides that the orientation vector splits the local patch

into.

From all this, we obtain a parametric description of local

image patches that we call an edge primitive p:

Fig. 2 Illustration of the symbolic representation: a input images;

b extracted 2D primitives; c 2D close-up; d illustrates an edge

primitive, where 1 orientation of the primitive, 2 phase, 3 color and

4 optical flow; e 3D primitives and f 3D close-up
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p ¼ x; h;/; cl; crð Þ; fð Þ; ð9Þ

where x denotes the position, h is orientation, / is phase, cl

and cr describe color information on the left and right side

of the edge, and f is the flow vector (see Fig. 2d). This

sparsified representation reduces the processing operations

and hence allows realizing these processes sufficiently fast

on a standard CPU making use of multiple cores. The

descriptors have a more complex structure than pixels—

having 12 parameters compared to three RGB values at

each pixel value—nevertheless leading to a significant

reduction in memory requirements.

The intrinsic dimensionality information in terms of

three confidences indicating the likelihood of a pixel

belonging to each of the three classes (i0D, i1D and i2D) is

also assigned to the primitive (for details, see [14,39]). The

different sub-processes being involved cannot be formu-

lated in a SIMD processing scheme in a straightforward

way, in particular the orientation dependent local maxima

search. Through the sparsification, the involved processes

only need to be applied to a very reduced data set once the

candidates for primitives are determined which allows us to

reach real-time performance by coarse parallelization on

multiple CPU-cores.

2.3.2 Sparse stereo

This stage is roughly divided into two processing steps—

first the matching in which correspondences between 2D

primitives are computed and then the reconstruction.

During the matching step every primitive in the left

image is compared to every primitive in the right image.

This work can be offloaded to the GPU as a data rectan-

gular problem which fits the parallel environment. Utilizing

the shared memory features among threads, the epipolar

constraints are applied and a multimodal similarity mea-

sure [27] is computed. All plausible matches for each left

primitive is then sorted according to similarity—also using

the GPU (for details, see [24]). The number of plausible

matches to sort per primitive is small and thus bitonic

sort—a static sorting network which is a part of the CUDA

Software Development Kit—is used in parallel on every

set. Other sorting algorithms are available for GPUs, but

bitonic sorting is considered to be the fastest on small data

sets [41].

The reconstruction process computes the best valid 3D

descriptor from the sorted list of plausible matches for each

left 2D descriptor (see Fig. 2e, f). This has also been

implemented on the GPU but is complicated by the

memory intensive computation of 3D uncertainty, which

does not fit the GPU memory scheme.

At the benchmarking it became apparent that the

GPU implementation of neither the matching nor the

reconstruction in the sparse stereo stage, in spite of a tre-

mendous speed up at larger data sets, can provide any

significant performance gain at the relatively low number

of descriptors in this setup (i.e., 500–700). See Fig. 3 for a

comparison of execution time versus number of 2D

descriptors. Thus, in the final system an optimized CPU

version of the sparse stereo is used.

2.3.3 Egomotion

A nonlinear instantaneous-time algorithm is used for the

egomotion estimation [50] (see Fig. 1g). This algorithm

relies on the model by Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny [30]:

uðxÞ ¼ dðxÞAðxÞtþ BðxÞx; ð10Þ

where t = (tx, ty, tz)
T is the translational velocity, x ¼

ðxx;xy;xzÞT is the rotational velocity of the moving

observer, d(x) is the inverse depth, and

AðxÞ ¼ �1 0 x
0 �1 y

� �
; ð11Þ

BðxÞ ¼ xy �1� x2 y
1þ y2 �xy �x

� �
: ð12Þ

To obtain optimal estimates, an iterative minimization

procedure (Gauss-Newton) is used that relies on

M-estimation [33] to compensate for outliers due to noise

and independent motion. A number of different initializa-

tions are explored to deal with local minima.

The data-intensive parts of the algorithm run entirely on

the GPU. This involves stream compacting to remove

invalid correspondences, Jacobian and residual construc-

tion, estimating the scale of the residuals, and composing

the normal equations from which the parameter updates

can be derived. The CPU is only responsible for solving the

normal equations.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
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200
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T
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e 
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Fig. 3 CPU and GPU execution time versus number of 2D primitives
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2.3.4 Independent motion

Independent motion is detected by evaluating the depth/

flow constraint [(10) with estimated egomotion, optical

flow and disparity] [44] at each pixel (see Fig. 1i).

Deviations from this constraint point to inconsistencies

between the optical flow, disparity and egomotion and

result from noise or independent motion. A 3D translation

model is then locally estimated at each pixel to evaluate

the consistency and reliability of the independent motion

measure.

This translation model is estimated using all the data in

an 11 9 11 window around each pixel. Using the texture

units, this can be performed efficiently in exactly the same

way as a non-separable 2D convolution. Instead of a

multiplication with a kernel, however, a least-squares

system is solved.

3 Coarse-grained parallelization scheme

According to Tröger [45] the wide variety of parallel

hardware architectures in today’s computers is moving the

parallelization problem to software. As the possibilities of

parallelizing and speeding up on the software side are

numerous (OpenMP, MPI, Cilk, PThread, etc.) the time

spent on finding the optimal tool and afterwards possibly

reimplementing existing code can easily become an

extensive task (in some cases impossible). As the algo-

rithms and software realized in real-time in this article have

been evolving over multiple years, rewriting every single

line has not been an option, and hence a code preserving

approach needs to be taken.

Investigating the execution time of the original

sequential code exposed that approximately 98% of it

could be considered data parallelizable through the use of

GPUs and parallel software architectures like OpenMP and

MPI, which, according to Amdahl [4], would allow for a

maximal theoretical speed up of a factor 50. When inves-

tigating the code further it was visible that while parts of

the code was sequential in its nature, it could be divided

into tasks that (although providing results for each other)

could be completely separated. Task parallelism could

therefore be applied to the problem of speeding up these

parts of the code. This has resulted in the development of a

pipeline approach, where each pipeline stage processes one

identified sub-task (task parallelism) and where GPUs and

OpenMP are used to parallelize parts that suit the specific

architecture (data parallelism). Having defined the different

pipeline stages, attention was turned on how to actually

combine these in a real-time system—some of the com-

ponents running on CPU and some components running on

GPU.

More generally speaking, the establishment of a parall-

elization scheme for GPU—CPU communication and uti-

lization of multiple CPU—cores was the goal. This scheme

should enable easy creation of multithreaded pipelines on

shared memory processors, utilizing multiple CPU-cores

and GPUs, handling all synchronization and visualization.

For this an approach was developed consisting of two

basic elements: processing stages (each running in a sep-

arate thread) and buffers. With these two elements arbitrary

pipelines can be designed (see Fig. 4). As seen from Fig. 4,

three types of processing stages are defined. The Produc-

erStage (e.g., image capturing stage) only has an output

buffer, and the ConsumerStage (e.g., a stage that writes

results to disk) only has an input buffer. The remaining

stages in the system are classified as IntermediateStages

and have both input and output buffers.

When designing a pipeline, two modes of data transfer

are possible: synchronous and asynchronous [47]. In the

synchronous method a global timing signal is used causing

the output of all stages to be transferred to the succeeding

stages. The signaling occurs at fixed intervals, taking the

slowest stage into account. The asynchronous method

provides greater flexibility, since data are forwarded to the

next stage as soon as it is ready, automatically allowing the

pipeline to operate at its fastest, at the cost of unequal cycle

times. As the time consumed by the early cognitive vision

processes depends on the scene and the number of

extracted primitives, this can vary from frame to frame

with a changing environment. An asynchronous pipeline

was therefore chosen to maximize performance. It has been

tested that the different pipeline stages have an average

processing time low enough to guarantee the promised

frame rate.

The buffer is used to store the data sent between the

pipeline stages and uses semaphore pairs to protect the

shared data. The semaphore is a well-known mechanism

for protecting shared resources [47]. The use of semaphore

pairs between sending and receiving stages in the system

allows for efficient control of various scenarios like

input intermediate1

intermediate0

output0

output1

buffer2

buffer1

buffer0

= processing stage

= buffer

Fig. 4 Example pipeline consisting of three types of processing

stages
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multiple stages reading from the same buffer containing

multiple slots of data. In such a case, the producing stage is

not allowed to write in a specific slot of the buffer until all

consuming stages have finished reading that slot. Similarly,

the consuming stages are not allowed to read from a spe-

cific slot until the producing stage has finished writing to

that slot. This is exemplified in Fig. 5 which illustrates an

enlarged view of buffer0 from Fig. 4. In this situation the

producer, input, cannot write to slot 1 until output1 has

finished reading that slot. Likewise intermediate1 cannot

start reading from slot 0 until input has finished writing.

Due to the semaphore mechanism for protecting the data

in the buffers, the system synchronizes itself—the slowest

stage in the pipeline setting the pace. It ensures that a

consumer of several buffers always receives data origi-

nating from the same input data and furthermore allows

stages to access different ‘‘levels’’ in the pipeline. For

example, the stage output1 in Fig. 4 can access the data in

both buffer0 and buffer2.

Besides the two described basic elements of the pipe-

line-processing stages and buffers, there is a special visu-

alization stage which connects to all the buffers in the

pipeline. This allows the user to select any buffer through

the user interface and display the content on the screen (see

Fig. 6). We feel this is preferable compared to always

displaying all data in the pipeline.

The decision to build the framework on a shared memory

architecture using a pipelined strategy together with Open-

MP is a key factor in minimizing inter-process communi-

cation and unnecessary memory transfers. With the use of the

pipeline buffers, data do not need to be copied to a new

memory location by the receiving stage and can instead be

accessed directly in the buffer. In some of the buffers in the

pipeline, very large amounts of data are being stored (e.g.,

the output buffer of the preprocessing stage holds 16 float

images—resulting in a total of 16 9 4 9 512 9 384 =

12 Mbyte) and with a frame rate of 20 Hz unnecessary

copying throughout the pipeline could result in a bottleneck

on the memory access. The potential overhead of inter-pro-

cess communication is the primary reason why a message

passing approach has not been considered.

4 Realization

To realize the pipelined application, Qt1 was chosen as a

development framework, since in addition to being free and

open source software it allows for easy creation of a

graphical user interface (GUI) and has as well an imple-

mentation of thread handling. As the existing code was

developed for use with Linux (in particular Ubuntu), the

new pipelined application was also designed on and tar-

geted for Ubuntu (more specifically version 9.04 with

Linux kernel version 2.6.28.9).

The computer for which the pipelined application was

designed uses an Intel Core i7 (Nehalem) processor with

four physical cores and the possibility of using Simulta-

neous Multithreading (SMT) giving eight virtual cores.

This new architecture was found to greatly support the idea

of a coarse-grained parallelization scheme on a single CPU

due to its multiple cores and improved memory interface

(see [22]) with three separate memory channels directly

integrated in the CPU. Together with the X58 chipset, it

furthermore provides an enhanced interface to peripheral

devices allowing for maximum utilization of multiple

Fig. 6 Screenshot of the GUI. Here the right 2D primitive stage has

been selected showing a road, an approaching car, and a traffic sign

Fig. 5 Semaphore illustration. This example containing one producer

and three consumers is handled using three semaphore pairs—a pair

between the producer and each of the consumers—protecting a buffer

containing four slots 1 http://qt.nokia.com/.
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graphics cards. A comparison of the performance of our

application on a single new Nehalem processor with SMT

enabled (eight virtual cores) and two old Intel flagship

processors (Harpertown—2 9 4 physical cores), running at

the same frequency, complied with the comparison by

Bugge [8] showing a 15% performance increase on the

Nehalem processor. This we primarily ascribe to the three

integrated memory channels and the improved peripheral

interface, which are both highly utilized by our framework.

Figure 7 shows how the pipeline in Fig. 1 has been

implemented. The preprocessing, monogenic filtering, and

intrinsic dimensionality have been combined into one stage

connected to one GPU. The Gabor filtering, optical flow,

dense stereo, egomotion, and independent motion have

been combined into one stage connected to another GPU.

Two stages have been created for the 2D primitive

extraction—one for the left and one for the right image

stream—and finally one stage for sparse stereo computa-

tion. The figure also shows the special display stage con-

nected to all buffers in the pipeline, allowing the user to

select what to display. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the

running application. Drop-down lists are used to select

what output of which stage to display. The last measured

processing time, mean processing time and deviation, and

latency are printed for all stages.

One might argue that designing the system as a multi-

threaded pipeline has the disadvantage that it does not scale

well with the number of processors/cores. We feel this dis-

advantage is dealt with through the use of OpenMP in some

of the pipeline stages, starting up a large number of threads in

each stage making use of the available processing power.

5 Implementation effort

Going from a sequential software implementation to a

multithreaded pipelined implementation using the frame-

work presented in this article requires little effort if the

problem have easily definable subtasks that individually

meet the frame rate constraint. In the case of the presented

vision machine this is fulfilled with the division illustrated

in Fig. 7. The code (pure CPU code and/or GPU function

calls) forming a subtask is copied to the run() function of

its own pipeline stage (i.e., QThread), as illustrated in

Algorithm 1, and pipeline buffers are created for the input

and output data. The producer and consumer(s) of a buffer

need to agree on the layout of the stored data.

In the code of the preprocessing stage and the dense vision

stage of Fig. 7, CUDA calls are executed to use the GPUs in

the system. Each of the two stages have been assigned to their

own GPU; however, a single GPU could be shared among

them at the expense of increased processing time, as only one

stage would execute on the GPU at the time.

If visualization is enabled, each pipeline stage needs to

implement a function called createDisplayData(), which

generates display data for the Qt GUI application from the

output buffer of that stage.

5.1 OpenMP

As mentioned earlier, OpenMP is used as one of the means

to data parallelize the existing code within a defined task

(pipeline stage) that does not fit the GPU. OpenMP is based

on the fork-join programming model, which means that a

master thread encountering a parallel region will create a

set of worker threads that will team up and together with

the master thread share the workload. After having com-

pleted the work the worker threads will synchronize their

work with the master and then die. By identifying

sequential code parts with time-consuming for loop tra-

versals, OpenMP can be used to spread the workload of the

loop over multiple CPU-cores(sharing memory between

them). Not all for loops qualify for the use of OpenMP, as

the optimization factor is inversely proportional to the

number of critical section instructions in the loop. There is

a means of handling these critical sections in OpenMP;

however, given the fact that the use of this mechanism

might cause OpenMP threads to be blocked and thereby

decrease performance, this should be kept at a minimum.

Also the creation and destruction of worker threads intro-

duces an overhead that needs to be weighed against the

amount of work in a loop.

Image 
capture

2D primitive
extraction 

Condensation

Preprocessing
+ filtering

Colorisation,
warping, 

monogenic filtering, 
intrinsic dim. 

Display

b2

b3

b0 b1

2D primitive
extraction

Condensation
b4

Sparse stereo

b5

= CPU

= GPU

Dense Vision
Gabor filtering,
optical flow, 

dense stereo, 
egomotion,

independent motion 

Fig. 7 The implemented pipeline showing whether the stages do

computations using GPU and/or CPU. The special display stage is

connected to all buffers in the pipeline
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Figure 8 shows where OpenMP is being used in the

pipeline to increase performance by optimizing the primi-

tive extraction stages. This code consists of many list tra-

versals that qualify for the use of OpenMP as they are

performed in large data loops with little (if any) critical

sections. Unfortunately, there is still a quite big sequential

part that does neither qualify for the use of OpenMP nor

GPUs, due to dependencies between loop iterations. The

time spent within the parts that qualify for the use of

OpenMP amounts to approximately 80% of the total time

spent in the primitive extraction stage, and by using

OpenMP this code has been made 36% faster.

The benefits of OpenMP are its easy use and few

modifications of the existing code. In our case the only

necessary modifications to the code was basically inserting

the required pragma outside of the loop to be parallelized

and then specifying the OpenMP flag for the compiler.

With single-core CPUs or removal of the compiler flag the

code would run, without any modifications needed, in its

normal sequential nature.

5.2 Runtime optimizations

When running the application the standard Ubuntu set-

tings are used with the modification that the application is

given a higher priority than normal. Conducted experi-

ments showed that assigning the running program with a

higher priority than the default improved performance

with up to 25%. The thread scheduler since Linux kernel

version 2.6.23 has been the Completely Fair Scheduler,

which assigns actual processing time to each process as

fair as possible, while allowing higher prioritized threads

to stay ‘‘active’’ longer. Additionally, to reduce the

influence of other running Linux processes on the per-

formance, the program was executed in a failsafe terminal

session.

5.3 Applications

Currently, the vision machine (or parts thereof) is used in

one application in the driver assistance domain and two

robot applications (see Fig. 9). The application in the dri-

ver assistance context (Fig. 9a) computes lane structures

and compares the current driving behavior with a ’normal’

driving behavior and gives warnings when there are sig-

nificant deviations. This requires in particular such a high

frame rate and low latency that we have achieved in the

vision machine. A similar computer as explained here is

used, lying in the trunk of the car connected to the car’s

internal CANbus and to two cameras positioned behind the

windscreen. For this application the vision machine pipe-

line shown in Fig. 7 has been extended with stages for lane

detection, database query, reading the CANbus, and

warning evaluation and generation.

The system is also applied in the context of two robotic

applications. In the first one, the aim is to place a ring on a

hook moving on a belt (Fig. 9b). This demands similar

properties in terms of latency and speed as in the driver

assistance application and in particular the use of a region-

of-interest mechanism to achieve more precise recon-

structions in a selected area. The reconstructed 3D edge

primitives are used to detect the hook in the scene, and

through the use of Kalman filters the 6D pose of the hook is

tracked and predicted, allowing a robot to perform the

placement. In this way the pipeline has been extended with

Fig. 9 The vision machine is currently used as a front-end in three

applications

2D primitive
extraction 

Condensation
b32D primitive

extraction
Condensation

b4

OpenMP 
thread #1

OpenMP 
thread #N

.

.

.
Sequential code Sequential code

Fig. 8 The fork-join model implemented in the pipeline by the use of

OpenMP
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two stages—one for hook detection, and one for Kalman

filtering.

In another application, the vision machine is used as a

front-end in a Cognitive Robot system [26] which explores

objects and acquires world knowledge in terms of object

shapes and grasping affordances (Fig. 9c). The grasping

affordances are computed based on pairs of coplanar 3D

edge primitives and enable us to grasp unknown objects.

Once we have control over the object we can use this

known object motion in a Kalman filter approach to track

the individual edge primitives, and we are thereby able to

build up an accumulated, condensed representation of the

object. By using the vision machine, visual processing

could be reduced in a way that the main bottleneck is now

the actual robot movement.

6 Results

The PC used for the experiments has an Intel Core i7-975,

3.33 GHz quad-core processor with SMT enabled, an

ASUS P6T6 WS Revolution motherboard and 12 GB

Kingston DDR3 RAM. It has an Nvidia GTX295 graphics

card for computation and an Nvidia Quadro FX 550

graphics card for display purposes.

Table 1 shows the processing times (wall clock time) of

all the stages in the pipeline in two scenarios—using the

new hybrid system and using the old implementation on a

single CPU-core2. Speed up factors of the individual stages

are also tabulated. The mean processing times and devia-

tion are calculated over 100 frames.

The total latency for the single core system is simply

the sum of the processing times of all stages and the

frame rate is the reciprocal of the total latency. In the

hybrid system the latency cannot be calculated as a

simple sum due to the multithreaded pipeline; hence the

stated latency and frame rate have been measured during

execution.

There are two things worth noticing in the results. First,

the most time-consuming stages in the single CPU sce-

nario—the performance ’hot spots’ as seen from the per-

centages—are the ones that have been implemented on

GPUs. Second, the sparse stereo stage is (in wall clock

time) faster in the single core system than in the hybrid

architecture. This we ascribe to thread scheduling, possibly

bad cache locality in the hybrid system and a higher load

on the CPU.

Since the cameras used attach a time stamp with each

acquired frame, it is possible to calculate the time that has

elapsed from image acquisition in the cameras (end of

exposure) to when the entire images are available for

processing in the CPU. This time can vary slightly from

frame to frame (±2 ms), but causes an average latency of

95 ms. This delay is caused equally by the bandwidth of

the FireWire bus and memory transfers together with

thread scheduling. Since this delay is independent of the

subsequent processing and therefore equal in the two sce-

narios, this has been left out of Table 1.

Since the used CPU is from Intel, we tried to use Intel’s

C?? compiler (version 11.1) with appropriate optimization

settings in an attempt to speed up the processing even further.

We expected the Intel compiler to exploit intimate knowl-

edge about the architecture. This, however, did not lead to

any performance improvement, so we stayed with GCC.

In summary, with our hybrid use of GPUs and multiple

CPU-cores, we can achieve a speed up of approximately a

factor 90 (23.2 fps/0.26 fps = 89.2) allowing for a frame

rate of 20 Hz and a reduction of latency of a factor 26

(3,875.7 ms/148.3 ms = 26.1) to \150 ms compared to

using a single CPU-core.

Table 1 The mean processing times and deviation of the pipeline stages calculated over 100 frames in the hybrid system and in a single core

CPU scenario and speed up factors both for the individual stages and total performance

Processing stage Input data Single CPU-core Hybrid Speed up

Processing time % of total Processing time % of total

Image capture 2,048 9 1,536 image pair 1.0 ± 0.2 ms 0.0 1.0 ± 0.2 ms 0.7 1.0

Preprocessing ? filtering 2,048 9 1,536 image pair 985.0 ± 2.9 ms 25.4 18.7 ± 0.5 ms 12.6 52.7

Dense vision 512 9 384 image pair 2760.0 ± 1.0 ms 71.2 39.1 ± 1.1 ms 26.4 70.6

Primitive extraction 9 2 7 9 512 9 384 image pairs 2 9 48.6 ± 3.5 ms 2.5 31.0 ± 2.5 ms 20.9 3.1

Sparse stereo 2 vectors of 2D primitives 32.5 ± 6.9 ms 0.8 41.9 ± 7.1 ms 28.2 0.8

Scheduling overhead 0.0 ms 0.0 16.6 ms 11.2 –

Average total latency 3,875.7 ms 148.3 ms 26.1

Average frame rate 0.26 fps 23.2 fps 89.2

2 Compiled with ‘-O3 -march=native -m64 -fPIC’ optimization and

the g?? compiler version 4.3.3. Using an optimized library for FFT

computations when possible.
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7 Conclusion

Different visual processing modules at different stages of

the processing hierarchy are characterized by different

complexities making some more suitable for a fine grained

parallelization than others. A flexible use of GPUs as well

as multiple CPU-cores according to the actual structure of

the algorithms of the different sub modules has proved to

be an efficient way of lowering processing time and latency

with only moderate implementation effort.

As mentioned in the introduction, we have earlier

implemented some of the processing stages of the system

on FPGAs. However, when using the vision machine as a

basis for developing prototypes for various applications,

often involving smaller modifications or adaptations to the

code, the high development cost with FPGAs made us

switch to GPUs.

The vision machine described in this paper provides

generic data similar to the information processed in the

human visual system. The very small latency as well as

high frame rate basically removes timing problems in many

potential applications. In addition, the low price of the

hardware (a PC with four cores and two graphics cards)

and its general accessibility makes the vision machine in

particular interesting as a general front-end.

In Sect. 4.4, we present three applications where the

vision machine (or parts thereof) has been used. Due to the

generic information provided by the vision machine, there

are many more potential applications for which the vision

machine can serve as a general front-end.
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